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Ge.~J~\' MvsD.13
..-- ~ ; (Nodding

vs Dinamiese invragingstegniek

,

N,..t

(

~'ri?\P

head) ... Is it that.. like noddinq of the head?
: - MvsDJ..41 Was there something that you particularly liked that I did - that helped
, ._., "'-- you more than the other thinqs?
MvsD.15 \~K A.nything that.1 did or said (Shaking head). !!!.~C!LcL~_ot}~lP!~Q.I,lJp
IteU
~~~~~_st~I~.s?
. ~.

~_?~~

~

MvsD...16
MvsD.17

~~ \-Ji e"'"

v-""ct

MvsD.19

(Noddinq}...
,
OK, so "that was that" - then it became difficult when I asked for more?
(Nodding head) ...
OK (Gesturing with ?and) ... Is there anything that you would suggest (/'
that I chance when I m trvinq to qet more detail?
(
(Nodding head), .. Mm-mm.
,

MvsD.20

(Nodding) .. Mm-mm.
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MvsD.21
(Nodding) ... Mm-mm,
\
MvsD.22
Didn't it become irrite!lng (Making a hand gesture to continue) .,.when I \
was prompfinqan-dprobinq thewhole time?
,
J\lhtSQ.23
Not?
~l,.-f.~.e
( MvsD.24)
OK. Was there. any ~pecifi.C:,f?.i.~\.l,!L~.
wtu,!re you felt YO\J really' like~ your_.
-s'fory?'-.

J(r
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:~~·CL\

v~~':..\r.:(
~~J.~t.-A
,£~./'

",,-< \
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-MvsD.25

I

'W

MvsD.26
MvsD.27

MaYbe'some pictures that you liked more than the others or some
stories that you liked more than the others?
So this one you really liked?
Why?

I

'

\~

(Nodding)..
MvsD.29

(Nodding) .. Oh, okay, So you felt your story gelled more with the picture
here?
MvsD.30
OK. So you liked this picture (Pointing at the projection plate) .. the most
and vou liked your own story that you told here the most?
, -MvsD.31'
Any picture that you did not like?
t-\ ,e ~\-c;,.). MvsD.32 That one? Why?
\
_
\C'" f'rO'~\'
MvsD.33'
(NOdding)..

,;:.,""',c" t"-1
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MvsD.34
~
. MvsD.35.
MvsD:36'·
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(No audiiJ/e response - nodding his Ilead)..
"
i ...
,~~~t\{).
tc..:.
(Making a nervous gesture, shaking his head) .. Ja, wherlY~u used my last.
'rIO~'-~ '.'-\""<:~<""" ••."",
....••.. ';
words ... (indistinct).
"
. -- ...-" - ._",,".' .. ~
(Scratching hista. ce) ... Uhm, wh~n I coul~n't say anyti}!ng 1'D9reor desc_r!l:>e-'-~''"''
';-\-'l:-:- ..-t.":!-,'-)---' -r-.-, -:c.~",-,,-·'r-""-'-' ~I i t, ~: .•. ~',;
.a..r1.>:!.~JLI119re
~\w..?s- and. you ,we.re like (Gestunng WIthhIS tieno to
, '-;,."....'-' ~.!
c~-'.' . ~:' ~ k- ;~"l.""';"~"
l ~ .,'1",)
contllluef.,flndmq
more out of me...
\ "'.11"".. ·. ".y ..
I,
-----.aocUjU?JI]sld_Jo.: I gon:tl:<.nQw,Ijustfroze - I just had to stop. 'I ~..
..) ~::<..".. ; i \ ,.\'"\
'•.
...,'
(Nodding head) ... Yes.

F',

I

Uhm, to like -I kn~w you understand what I'm saying...
_.-'
... but to.iust, (Gesturing with his hand - makes eye contact) .., uhm, - no, not
really, because what I'm going to think -I don't know ... (indistinct) know what
I'mthinkinq...
-----...~~.---.~-...-- ..
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(
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i,..I.':'t"\,

.. and it's going to sound a bit different to what - the only way you can get to
know what I'm saying is through what I'm saying, (Mai<ing a hand qesture} ...
(Scratchinq his nose) .., And, ia __,(interjection)
(Shaking head) ... No.
(Indistinct) ...
(Looks at the cards on the table) .. Mm~mm...

,\\~.,

\)"'''' \.
.

/"~

::> .

CJfOlr>. =..
-, ;

(Looking at the pack of cards and then points at one of the cards) .. Just this
re ,J- ",,-,,-es.t-e v'"
7nl ,If
one.
(No audible response) ..
(Sits to/ward and looks at the Projection plate - then looks up and mekes eye / ~beo-' J" ~.~ee.~ ~ . h ,eJ'i:...:::" ',;','i i,t·.)
contact) ... Well, it just looks like the story that - ~o.Ll!WaJJ:!ILgQing.througb,
\- G~'~»\;...-\.\' ~, ••.• ~o.e-\ ~~ !>.';j f'!'~
- I'm not savinq what I'm colno throuqh, but it looks.like ..what.Lsaid.,
\ %, 'c'-j,."""!:;'.' ,-t~
...it's like, you know wha~I,!?a)'a!1d what's b..appenlnq.here.it.qoeshand i.lJ.
i
hand.
G•...
'J=-l~lc'-€>
~'''"'
)
(Nodding) ... Ja.
(No audible response - nodding)...

(PointinG at another proiection plate). .. Mm-mm, apart from this one~-··~'
(Moving around on.his seat uncomfortably} ... It was just ~ it wa~.~ff~c::~I.~
to
.jnake a story about, because you don't kl)ow..wbY_o("what's.happening•......it's like, (Pointing at the Projection plate) ... is~g.Q!!}9..t.9_~~.a_~,.
is it going to
"'..
-_
burn, is it going to pe Sold...
(Nodding head) ... Mm-mm.
...you~.s.?n'!~n_c!out
why is this happeninq and why he's th~re afl,d - __ .
(Makes eye contact) ... .there's too many~like questions ..,~ 1/
OK,
...About the picture.
And any of your stories that you didn't like (Shaking head) .. that you
No.
told?
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ISE* - F Aanhangsel:

Analise van gesprek oor belewing van Murray-metode

vs Dinamiese invragingstegniek
j$\:::) "". t...

ell' -\

I.)·!O"~' ",~..,.\ ,,,,

t,:;~. \ t~:.\
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,----'..
MvsD.;3]
So you liked all your stories?
:- M"'vsD~38~) (Gathers the cards)". AnJ!.hing else that I could have done to help you to
tell more detailed stories?
'
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MvsD.39\

\

I

o;.--J.

(Noddinqj".
(Scratching his head - shaking his head from side to side)". Mm-mm, by just
uhm- no, you couldn't, because if you had to tell me then it would have been
your perspective (Gesturing with his hand)... of the story, not mine,
Mm-mm, the rest
•.... -.~..
I; tt"I"'X-i!I"::, : le ,c·:.,

i
I

'Ir

(.-:.£.~.'-~ MvsD.40

I

!

,!'.I'~~':
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!
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MvsD.41

\.

MvsD.42
MvsD,43
MvsD,44
-MvsD.45

~

1\ +:
U -e

e,.f'

"'.>. '':\ .

OK, If we look at the way I actually asked you to tell the stories in the
'
beginning (Gesturing with hand to continue) ...- then we did two stories
.
and then I said okay, now we're going to do something different - if you I
r
can choose, was the first two easier for you to tell or the rest of the cards
- the rest of the stories easier for vou to tell?
I.•""'.::'<J'I" '",{ll.
(Looks at the Projection plate and then makes a hand gesture). .. Because it's
The rest?
"
,D ,-€> •• i:-e <J(»;;:' \ (: "Y:'~('~:' "-4f.
- to describe something that has too much rneanjnqis a bit difficult to make a
-£..~-,:,,:..;....,.,..,pi'll..~..'L~
story out of.
----- -- ,- ..
OK. So the first instructions (Making hand gesture explaining the
Ja.
r--'!4-.) .. ; (. ~ ,;.\; \t,.nt\,~~/
question) ... was that easier for you to understand or really easier for you
~"t"t.:.... ~ IF'\" .
to understand as you got along ... (interjection)?
(Making a hand gesture 10 continue) .. Ja, as I was going along I understood
Or was it really the fact that I was explaining my behaviour at some
,
more ..
staoe? What would vou have preferred if vou look back?
:1
.. but ... because it became a bit more easier to encounter.
OK.
(Shaking his head). , No.
OK, (Takes the cards and places it aside) ... Anything else that you can
tell me more about vour experience with the story tellinq?
No.
Nothing else?
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to sing Shosholosa.
But it's, it's not like Black Mambaso or something. It's uhm a more
\)Ae<?'-,",""
~dOll"~
~c~ft'B\ \.c.~
And it's, it's music that tradition would find hard
..
. ',.: "
,--~l!y'RSl..Qf.JlliJsic.
to associate with.
1'\';::' ..•.
, .•:,Jo,~
·H<?'~,.;,f.
.
K.43
Oh, okay.
Ja mam.
Yes.
'KA'~: , So you are a little bit more different in terms of the music that you prefer?
K.4S' " And that you actuallv do?
Ja.
K.46
And the faith?
~.\~.r-:
I, - .." ,::
t ~ i:~;,):,,-':
The faith is, uhm, it's not traditional· as Africans would have it - it's
.» .'
not an uhm issue of addressing the ancestors,
K.4'7'
Mm-mm,
So you can get to God. It's directly to God through Christ. My faith is,~
is - as an Adventist, it uhm is very - it's a fundamental, and if it's- I'm
more of a fundamentalist. So I am not one of those who goes to church
,
1'<:.::1 '-(,"r; ~ "e,.
."'~,
and just listens to the pastor, and then I take whatever the pastor says
I ;" ,.;~
r.
,
and that's what I believe. I'm one of those who will listen to the pastor, go
home and check what the pastor has said.
,
K.48
Mm-mm.
In my Bible - and then if it's in line with the Bible then I will believe.
l
There is no doubt about it.
1
.-J
K.49
OK. So it's more a Christian type of belief?
Yes, Christian.
l)er.-~ ,I <i~
er·'1:j~.l<;.-wes>.:. <3.""
K.SOI OK. Is there anything within the culture that you would feel comfortable in
OK, the only thing I detest about uhrn, uhm Englishness and
u-Jezter~· ~e..t. II::..V
and comfortable with other than ..because it seems that religion is gyite
Westernness, in terms of culture, is, is how the, the, the - the manner
"
andJQLesternness_i.§...gt&~imgpr.tantto
of thought is each man for himself and God for us all.
I ,,,d.'\J \C::>~L.~\'t..l'-'t':' us:.. <;:F ••.....
~A:::' •.f.
'f" important to you - the.§J.g~ss
"
you? Anything ~Ise that you would bring into- this is culturally''how I would
;
~~('"
,:i'"
r ,Jf"~ro~[",~-l.d.
(
identify myself?>Anything else that you would bring in there? Not age group
,,','
k:=".e'c.i. \"./,:..,_,-0
or, uhm ... (interjection)?
~:.r'·
'1
Ja.
K.5:t
It's all independent. It's all individualism.
I
K.52
Yes.
Yes, and that's the part I detest. I . if I had to bring anything into what
Co-reV~-eE~/~~f.',
..~~.:'C'>'
1.1::.
believe and the way I would like to live my life it would be the act of
1;::= \ \~C ,;:'.v ·L......•..
1'
living amongst people. The acLQf beinQ.lQgetb.eLwitb.p.eQpje..
K.53
OK.
Harmony and unity - yOUknow, and workinq tooether.
Ja, so the collectivism would be stronger for you? You would rather go for
Yes. Yes. And that's, that's something which defines the African
K.5~
that than the individualism?
culture.
K.55
i ,...1- r·~('LJ'~rd""
Mm-mm.
R~r,t-.c> .. k.u1f·(.-/,..r/
So that's what I love about the African culture . that I can bring it ilUg
what I believe.
K.56
+:-"2"1 t;.'-f+'(.~·;~<~·tt""'·
r t::f~~'
.-:,.,I'"'.( r:-.~1'4 t_~.r~
Mm-mm.
Because in as much as traditionalism and, and ancestralism(?) or
~
\~\"l':"it~('""t."~'~~-~'
~.t:.t,.....t-\,.,..t:!-J
whatever it can be called, is wrong to me, people who do it, do it
~.I;":'.r
~~.
",.: •..••.....••..•:":;..,.-.~, •...•,If ~.".t.I-f-I7=:'
collectively.
.
.
K.S7
Mm-mm.
They do it in unison- in harmony. If it's. it's the father who believes
.,... C"".("
'"H~,,'''1:-"f'''
.\
that everybody else in the family will believe it.
Mrn-mrn.
K.58
It will be in such a way that says there §j)arl)loQY inlbe. whole family.
Mm·mm,
K.59
So I would. would brine that along.
K.6,O
OK, so jf we draw a line like that- this is 0 and this is 10. And this is now
Mm-mm.
Western· very Western. OK?
K.61
Where would you place yourself there on that line - as Westernnism (?) or
8.
fl- \JJe~s
... (interjection)?
le>

;,,;,K.4~ • Ja.
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8? OK. And the rest of your family - where would you place them - your
. _ brother, say for instance?
.T 111.6;3
OK. Is there anybody else that you would like to bring into this or only your
_.\.' brother?
K.6<\
OK. And being an African - because you specifically said not a South
.,.) "
African - remember when we started off today?
K:65
You see yourself more as an African. So if that is African - where would
_
YOU place yourself from 0 to 107
K.66
4?
. 1'<.67 ' OK. And your brother?
, K.68
OK, let's look at Enqlish - beinq Enqlish.
K.69
Where would you place yourself on a scale of 0 to 107 Typical English
being 10 out of 10. This is a typical English person. Where would you place
yourself?
K.70
OK. And your brother?
K.71
And what do you see as typical English?
K.72 I OK.
K.62

K.7.3

OK.

;if
:

:J'

•.•• ,
K.74

And how would you differ from the typical English person, because you
place yourself Quite hiqh - 9 out of 10 Enqlish?

K.75
K.76

Mm-mm.
Ja.

,. K.77
K.78

(

_

K.7~J,<
'- ----,
K.80
K.8,1
K.82

K.83

<

My brother, my brother would be on 7.

Br;

:::z.

~

/ <:>

Uhm only my brother.
Mm-mm .
Uhm, 4.
Ja .
My brother would be on uhm a 6,
OK.
I'd be on 9.

Hbr

~C

Il:::.&:l-he.~d!.:i::
/.-.::>

Brce.r-r;."

-r. P' e-s-

'3.

c"'c:E~'~

10

'-'
My brother would be on uhm a 7.
Beina tvoical Enalish is uhm completely Western in terms of culture.
Being typical English is, uhm, havir],gjJo spaceA~!!.and being
arroqant when it comes to learninq any other culture.
And, uhm, being typical English would also be being, being uhm in
such a way that you refuse - okay, you ar~.QLQ!:!£.Q.LY91lJ errors - so
.you.make mistakes and you're, you're just awkward in society. So it's
like you're, youJ~l1anging around with people who are not the same
culture as you and you still want to stick with your culture, and you
refuse!2. move in harmony with everyone else. And typical English
would be - basically [a, something like that.
OK, I would place it in such a way that, uhm, okay, I find pride in what
lbelieve .in.
._-.- ..- ..- .. -"-'--'-

You know, I respect what I believe in.
However I have enough space to listen to your voice when you tell me
about your faith or tell me about your beliefsand stuff in terms of culture.
Mm-mm.
And I have enouqh room 10 correct what I want to correct to as well.
OK.
Ja, so I still have enough space to alternate and choose what I want to
believe in as well.
So it sounds that you would describe yourself a§J2~lo.g..!D..Q[ELo.~!JtQ_Q.tbeL_.Yes, yes, yes.
infi.u.en.ces..oLto Qth~Uliewpoints?
OK. How comfortable do vou feel with the traditional African people?
Uhm .. (interjection).
In the beginning you said you also more speak Zulu a lot?
Mm-mm, Uhm, okay not , not so comfortable,
OK.
Reason being, because uhm traditional people .uhm tend to - what,
what can I say· they tend to be powered - okay, the problem with,
with this kind of people'i5;'isneing an extremist.
OK.
Being an extremist in such a way that they will speak Zulu and only
!~~\~l'~
_,
cvJ{I--<'-"...J
Zulu. And when they gel the chance to speak in English orwhen they
v
~
'2C':"'" ~v-e meel someone who speaks only English they will, will disrespect them,
•
~
they will kill them, they will make insults about them in their own
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1.2 Belangrike kulturele
faktore vir die klient
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1,5 Positiewe en negatiewe
gevoelens oor die klient
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Brief aan die eksaminator

Geagte ProfessorlDoktor

Ter beskerming van die identiteit van die deelnemers betrokke by die studie, versoek ek u
vriendelik om alle agtergrondinligting

na eksaminering te vernietig.

Met dank.

Me. E.J.M. Matthews
PhD Student (Opvoedkundige
Universiteit van Pretoria

Sielkundige)

Prof. C. Bouwer
Studieleier
Universiteit van Pretoria
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Department of Educational Psychology
7 March 2009
Dear Mr. and Mrs. YYYYY
Participation in a research project
This is a friendly invitation to you to allow XXXXX to participate in my research about
'A Dynamic Assessment technique of questioning with the use of projection plates
with adolescents in mono- and cross-cultural situations".
This means that I will be doing a standard emotional assessment as I normally do in
my practice when parents bring their teenager for an assessment, but that I will
perform a small section of this assessment differently. The aim of my study is twofold.
Firstly, I want to see whether this specific way of questioning is more effective.
Secondly, I want to look at the possible cultural influences on teenagers' style of
response to this method of questioning.
During the assessment I will apply the projection plates I normally use. XXXXX will,
as usual, only be expected to tell stories about these pictures, but then also
afterwards to participate in a discussion about the task. I handle all aspects of the
rest of the assessment as usual.
Hopefully my study can contribute to improving this technique with teenagers in
mono- and cross-cultural assessment situations as well as to deeper understanding
of the implications of cultural differences for assessments in general.
I would also like to make an audio-video recording of the story-telling and our
discussion, to prevent losing any details. The camera would be placed in such a
manner that XXXXX would not be identifiable from the recording. The rest of the
assessment will of course not be recorded. I might later want to discuss some video
clips with XX XXX , should I need clarity about something.
I don't foresee that you or XXXXX will endure any risk or discomfort while
participating in my study. All the information will be kept wholly confidential. XXXXX's
identity will be protected by using a pseudonym and changing other identifying
information. The study is conducted under constant supervision. My supervisor is the
only person who will have access to XXXXX's stories and our discussion thereof (but
never to your identity). My supervisor is also bound to the confidential and
anonymous handling of data. Your and XXXXX's participation is voluntary and you
may withdraw from the research at any time. A decision to withdraw will not have any
negative consequences for you. The study will be issued as a PhD thesis and a part
of it may be published in an academic journal, but your anonymity will be maintained
at all times.
If you feel comfortable to give your consent for XXXXX to participate in the study,
please sign the attached form in your capacity as his/her parent/legal guardian. I will
explain the research process to XXXXX beforehand and also obtain his/her assent.
Yours sincerely.

-543-

Lizette Matthews
(Telefoonnommer)

Prof. A.C. Bouwer
Supervisor

I,
, understand the information explained
to me by Lizette Matthews with regard to my child's participation in her study. I
hereby give permission that my child,
'" may participate in
the research.
1 also give permission that those parts of the assessment that are relevant to the
research may be recorded on audio-video camera.

Mr. YYYYY / Mrs. YYYYY
Signature: Parent/Legal guardian of the participant

Date
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Department of Educational Psychology
7 Mxx 2009
DearXXXXX
Participation in a project
This is a friendly invitation to you to participate in my project. During an assessment with a
teenager, I normally show them a few pictures and ask them to create a story about each
picture. During the assessment that I will be doing with you, I would like to present the
questions a little differently, if that is OK with you? I also would like to talk to you afterwards,
about your experience with the stories.
When we engage with the pictures, I will switch on my audio-video camera, to enable me to
remember everything we did that day. Maybe we will also have a discussion about it. The
camera will be placed in such a manner that you will not be identifiable on the video tape.
I will use a pseudonym for you in my study and information about you will be changed to
protect your identity. My supervisor is the only person who will have access to our videotape
and she is also bound to the confidential and anonymous handling of information.
Your decision to participate is entirely voluntary. Should you decide not to participate or to
withdraw, you are of course free to do so. It will not have any negative consequences for
you.
I have already spoken to your parents and asked them if they would mind if you participated
in my study and whether I could tape it on audio-video camera. They gave their permission.
Now I would like to know whether you are OK with this. Please sign the form if you agree to
participate in my study.
Yours sincerely

Lizette
(082451 2068)

Prof. A. C. Bouwer
Supervisor

I agree that Lizette may use the pictures in a special way to have me tell stories about them,
and may talk to me about what we did in connection with the pictures. She may also tape
everything we do in connection with the pictures on audio-video camera.

xxxxx

YYYYY
7 May 2009
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UNIVERSITY OF PRETORIA
FACULTY OF EDUCATION
RESEARCH ETHICS COMMITTEE

CLEARANCENUMBER:

CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE
DEGREE AND PROJECT

EP09/04/03

PhD: Educational Psychology
'n Dinamiese assesseringstegniek van invraging by projeksieolate in
mono- en kruis-kulturele assesseringsituasies

INVESTIGATOR(S)

E.J.M. Matthews

DEPARTMENT

Department of Educational Psychology

DATE CONSIDERED

31 August 2010

DECISION OF THE COMMITTEE

APPROVED

Please note:
For Masters applications, ethical clearance is valid for 2 years
For PhD applications, ethical clearnace is valid for 3 years.
CHAIRPERSON OF ETHICS COMMITTEE

Prof L Ebersohn

DATE

31 August 2010

cc

Prof A.C. Bouwer

£

..
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Ms Jeannie Beukes

This ethical clearance certificate is issued subject to the following conditions:
1.

A signed personal declaration of responsibility

2.

If the research question changes significantly so as to alter the nature of the study, a new application
for ethical clearance must be submitted

3.

It remains the students' responsibility to ensure that all the necessary forms for informed consent are
kept for future queries.

Please quote the clearance number in all enquiries.
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